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MUSEUM  

INTERPRETATION describes what is coming  

and  the  MUSEUM describes what is leaving 
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                                         It no longer….  

        keeps records           but           predetermines. 
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does it cover the needs of the   21st  Century ?  

 

>with dynamic data banks >>>  

 

>with the capability of the public to select >>> 

 

>or even to “participate” in the creation of an artist’s work >>> 

 



 

 

museum of contemporary art  >>  a place of action, or archiving  

 

                                             or does  

                      the Artist himself create works of Art  

                                               ready  

                             to be recorded and classified? 

 

                                >which artists are selected ? 

 

                                      >and in what way?  

 

 

“Museum of Contemporary Art”           19th century  “Salon”  
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 “subjectivity”  

the receiver  the artist and the curator  

Does the receiver’s “subjectivity” have any value?  

 

How can it be defined  ?  

 

and does it ultimately exist ? 

 



Every child builds  its own Museum  

from the moment he begins  

to perceive the world  

and can reproduce forms  

in his own way. 

 



- Helicopter House      //      Internet, VR project 
CICV Interferences Festival, France 2000 

Foundation for the Hellenic World, Greece 2002  





I never managed to explain to my son why works that  

established artists might have  created  were exhibited   

in  Museums, while works that he had in fact created  

were no value whatsoever.  



“ If you become famous and the works I produced also sell,  

  which one of us is going to get the money  ? ” 
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Does the Museum, however, apart from this  

demonstration  of today’s reality, cover future needs?  

  

 

And what could be a future solution? 

 



Museum - Palace                  
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Museum - Palace               mikro-Museum  

an opportunity to select works himself  

 

 

or even to take part in creating them. 

 



Mediaterra 2001 festival: the creation of a mikro-Museum.  



The mikro-Museum is a 

small mobile construction 

containing a large number 

of contemporary digital art 

works that every visitor 

could retrieve, thanks to 

modern technology.  



the journey   of " mikro-Museum " 

* Athens    

  

              * Lavrion    

 

                            * Sofia 

       

                                                  

               * Belgrade    

 

                                  

  * Maribor  

   

                    *  Frankfurt.  





Parallel events via the Internet transmitted the experience of the 

trip on a larger scale.  

In this sense, the mikro-Museum was also a “micro-Scope”  

recording audience response and sending it to the network.   



 mikro-Museum   

the mikro-Museum 

structure can contain 

as many works as a 

normal museum, thus 

reversing the notion of 

space   

 

the mikro-Museum can cause events by its audience, whether it 

specialised or not, and it an record these events  

and then distribute them all over the world.  

 



Museum-Temple of Art   

 

invites the visitor to stand 

in awe in front  

of the building and its 

protected works 

 

mikro - Museum  

 

that follows the next stage 

of technology 

(i.e. hidden and scattered 

network technology) 

 



that the first kiosk  

he will come to is a museum 

… that contains 2000 works of art that he can see, hear,  

interact with, and even download the catalogue  

or the music pieces, and charging them on his credit card. 

 



10.000 children participated in this event and created works.  

 

Municipality of Athens for the 2004 New Years’ celebration.  

"Santa Claus’s Workshop”  

where children where invited to build their own city  or their own          

                                                museum in a city of the future.  



10.000 children participated in this event and created works.  

 







...some of the works that are considered masterpieces  

but that cannot communicate with children. 
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Is it possible that society does not function well  

when it cannot communicate with its members  

who communicate with “pictures” and especially  

with “innocent pictures”, such as children,  

and when this situation comes from “archives of Art”,  

which are Museums  ? 
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        More info 

 

www.mediaterra.org 

 

msantori@otenet.gr 

 


